Procurement of Civil Legal Advice Services in England and Wales from 1 September 2018

Amendment Notice with effect from 9 May 2018

On 2 May 2018 the LAA published an invitation to tender for Civil Legal Aid Services in England and Wales from 1 September 2018 in the Discrimination Category on its e-Tendering portal.

In accordance with paragraph 5.22 of the Information for Applicants document, (“IFA”) Applicants are notified that the LAA has amended the Resourcing Plan pro-forma to correct the errors as detailed below:

Resourcing plan pro-forma amendment 1: – The notes at the beginning of the pro-forma instruct Applicants to complete the table and answer questions Q.1- Q.4. To clarify there are three questions (Q.1 – Q.3) to answer on the pro-forma in addition to completing the table, and the pro-forma has been amended to reflect this.

Resourcing plan pro-forma amendment 2: Question 3 (first bullet point) incorrectly refers to paragraph 2.48 of the Specification. The correct reference is paragraph 2.49 of the Specification.

A new version of the Resourcing Plan pro-forma entitled ‘Resourcing Plan Pro Forma_V2’ incorporates the amendments above. It is available via the ‘Buyer Attachment’ link within the e-tendering system.

Requirements upon Applicants

The LAA will accept the completed template entitled either ‘Resourcing Plan Pro Forma’ or ‘Resourcing Plan Pro Forma_V2’ as a Mandatory Attachment to an Applicant’s CLA Discrimination ITT Response.